
Made by Conneaut, Showcase Eco is a chrome free, semi-aniline, biodegradable product. Being a full 
grain leather product, it utilizes the highest selection of material, to satisfy the most discriminating of 
leather buyers. The inherent beauty of the product is the natural grain and markings that signify that 
you are buying a full grain product. The softness of the product imparts a beautiful hand and ease of 
upholstering. Showcase Eco passes all of the contract furniture specifications and is GSA compliant. 

Made by Conneaut, Davenport is a semi-aniline, slightly corrected product. Davenport offers the 
same supple feel of Showcase but the surface has been kiss-buffed and then embossed with a light, 
natural grain. Davenport passes all of the contract furniture specifications, is GSA compliant, and can 
be treated to pass FAA. 

Made by Conneaut, Harmony Eco brings an aesthetically beautiful leather product into harmony 
with the environment. This luxurious full-grain leather is tanned using vegetable based products to 
produce a chrome-free leather that is biodegradable. Hides are pure aniline dyed and finished with a 
new technology that produces a buttery, soft leather highlighted with a natural, slight pebble grain. 

Made by Green Hides, this full grain leather has an even coloration throughout the entire hide, and 
has not been sanded, buffed, or snuffed to remove imperfections on the surface. Superior selection 
of European and New Zealand cattle hides are hand selected for Lena. Luxurious soft hand and 
smooth supple surface make this one of the most beautiful leathers available. The protective finish 
allows Lena to be suitable for most public and private environments. 

LEATHER SPECIFICATIONS
Leather is no mere covering. Leather is skin. It’s no wonder why it connects with us the way it does. The look. The feel. Even 
the smell. Leather is soft and supple yet so durable. Our partners select the finest of hides and craft them using environmentally 
friendly processes to comply with strict regulations and provide an even coloration and protection to the leather. 

The leathers we provide and their characteristics:

Made by Green Hides, Vulcano leather combines distressed leather aesthetics with the durability 
of modern tanning. Hand selected European and New Zealand hides are aniline dyed with a classic 
marbled crackle effect. A protective non-scratch finish allows use in high traffic areas and, makes 
Vulcano suitable for public and private environments. 

Made by Green Hides, this top grain leather has even coloration throughout the entire hide. 
Superior selection of Australian cattle hides are hand selected for Sierra. A gentle buffing and grain 
enhancement is applied to provide Sierra with a consistent grain structure throughout each hide 
and from hide to hide. Soft hand combined with superior technical specifications make this leather 
suitable for most high traffic interior applications from furniture, automotive, and marine.
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Some examples of natural characteristics and markings of top grain leather:

Open Scar Closed Scar Growth Marks Insect Bites Veining

See our full range of textile options at www.indianafurniture.com/resources/textiles.


